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when on a break, players must stay in their own area and may not go into the area of another player. if a player is being replaced, he or she must stay in the area of the replaced player until the replacement player is in position to return to the game. players may not change out of their uniform until all players on their team have been substituted or replaced. players
may not share equipment with a team mate except for a headband, mouthpiece or helmet strap. players must not try to injure the opposing team. players must not intentionally cause injury to a player of another team by striking or attempting to strike that player with any part of the body, or to the ball. an intentional act to injure another player is also prohibited. if a
player is injured by another player or team member, or by an object, he or she must report it to the referee immediately. the player responsible for the injury must be removed from the game until the injury has healed and the player is cleared by a physician or the team physician. interference is the act of a player who, while not in contact with a defenseless player,

initiates contact against a defenseless player from a position that is not protected by the uniform. examples of interference are but are not limited to, using elbows to strike defenseless players, striking defenseless players with the knees, striking defenseless players with the head, striking defenseless players with their hands or fist, striking defenseless players with their
feet and kicking defenseless players. in the event that a player becomes injured or is unable to continue play, or in the case of a substitution, an injured player shall be replaced by a player from the active roster. if a player from the active roster is not substituted, an injured player shall be replaced by the last player in the active roster. if a player from the active roster is

injured, he shall be replaced by the last player in the active roster.
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the referee, in consultation with a designated assistant referee, shall be given the final authority on whether a foul was committed or not. the referee will then make the appropriate decision for the current play. all fouls must be called correctly to preserve the laws of the game. players must not be punished for non-contact fouls in order to maintain the competitive spirit
of the game. good behavior should be rewarded. fouls not called on the field of play may be called when there is sufficient time to do so. both teams may have a maximum of 18 players plus substitutes. however, only 15 players plus substitutes may be on the field at any time. if a substitute replaces an injured player during the game, the player replaced (who is

injured) is automatically removed from the field of play for the remainder of the game. the substituted player will be replaced on the team roster by a substitute from the inactive list. the head coach of a field hockey team is responsible for the equipment of the players and the training of the team. the head coach is primarily responsible for the legality of equipment and
for the training of the team. players who are not on the field of play at the time of the next whistle will be replaced. substitutions must be made in such a way that the positions of the players on the team roster are not changed and the player who is replaced takes his place on the team roster. the substitution of a player shall occur only during a stoppage of play and
only if the replacement player is eligible to play. the players shall be equipped in accordance with the rules of the national federation of hockey (nfh). in the case of an injury during the match, a team shall be liable for any equipment associated with the player who is injured. this includes, but is not limited to, replacement pads and gloves. a new pair of pads and/or

gloves shall be worn for each game of the series unless otherwise approved by the nfh. 5ec8ef588b
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